The aim of this study was to investigate usefulness of Kalman Filter (KF) Random Walk methodology (KF-RW) for prediction of breeding values in animals. We used body condition score (BCS) from dairy cattle for illustrating use of KF-RW. BCS was measured by Swiss Holstein Breeding Association during May 2004-March 2005 for 7 times approximately at monthly intervals from dairy cows (n=80) stationed at the Chamau research farm of Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH), Switzerland. Benefits of KF were demonstrated using random walk models via simulations. Breeding values were predicted over days in milk for BCS by KF-RW. Variance components were predicted by Gibbs sampling. Locally weighted scatter plot smoothing (LOWESS) and KF-RW were compared under different longitudinal experimental designs, and results showed that KF-RW gave more reasonable estimates especially for lower smoother span of LOWESS. Estimates of variance components were found more accurate when the number of observations and number of subjects increased and increasing these quantities decreased standard errors. Fifty subjects with 10 observations each, started to give reasonable estimates. Posterior means for variance components were found (with standard errors) 0.03 (0.006) for animal genetic variance 0.04 (0.007) for permanent environmental variance and 0.21 (0.02) for error variance. Since KF gives online estimation of breeding values and does not need to store or invert matrices, this methodology could be useful in animal breeding industry for obtaining online estimation of breeding values over days in milk.
INTRODUCTION
A filter is a device that is used for example to separate water from particles. By analogy this idea was extended to separation of signals from noise 1 4 quoted as "Bayesian forecasting is Kalman Filtering" is akin to saying that statistical inference is least squares". Migon et al. 5 described some special characteristics of KF as following; i) all relevant information's are used, including history, factual or subjective experiences, and knowledge of forthcoming events ii) routine forecasting is produced by a statistical model and exceptions can be considered as an anticipation or in a retrospective base iii) prospective (what happened) and retrospective (what if) analysis are easily accommodated iv) model decomposition, a full Bayesian forecasting model may be decomposed into independent dynamic linear models, each one describing particular features of the process under analyses. More details about some of literatures about Kalman Filter could be found in 6 . KF methodology could be useful in animal breeding industry when analyzing very big time series data sets since it does not need store or invert matrices. In addition online estimation of breeding values could be useful for selection schemes over time. As was shown by Van Bebber et al. 7 KF could also be used for detecting false measurements in experimental farms.
We investigated the possible application of KF-RW in field conditions. In this context, we chose body condition score (BCS) in dairy cows 8, 9 . Body weight, feed (dry matter) intake and milk production level together form an important cluster of functional traits that determines the amount of fat reserves stored in the body; this is now recorded in many countries as 'body condition score' or BCS 8, 9 . A common body condition scoring system has been developed to estimate the BCS of cows in a herd. This system provides producers a relative score based on an evaluation of fat deposits in relation to skeletal features. The scoring method involves a manual assessment of the thickness of fat cover and prominence of bone at the tail head and loin area. The most widely used body condition scoring system for dairy cattle assigns scores from 1 to 9 in North America and from 1 to 5 in most European countries, with the lowest score meaning emaciated and carrying virtually no fat and the highest score meaning excessively fat. Veerkamp and Brotherstone 10 estimated variance components for BCS at calving and for average BCS over the first 26 wk of lactation; they reported heritability estimates for BCS ranging between 0.24 and 0.43. Jones et al. 11 reported for Holstein Friesian heifers moderate heritability estimates of BCS, varying with stage of lactation from 0.23 to 0.28. Sallas 
MATERIAL and METHODS

Statistical Models and Analyses
Random Walk Model: For demonstration purposes we used random walk model and it is given below.
In (1) 
where y is the vector of observations, â is the vector of fixed effects, a is the vector of breeding values, p is the vector of random permanent environmental effects, X, Z a , Z p are design matrices and e is the vector of random residual effects.
For the random effects it was assumed that σ ; are genetic, permanent environment and error variances. A is the additive genetic relationship matrix for the animals; I is an identity matrix.
In the following, we show general assumptions used in KF-RW method, based on Bayesian principles. Proportional joint posterior distribution without constant terms given in (3) using (2) based on following recursive relationship (4);
LOWESS:
The LOWESS model 12 was used to capture the local variability by weighted least square regression using different smoother spans.
Implementation
All computations were made in R 14 , using the package called MASS 15 implemented in R, for sampling from multivariate Normal distributions. We compared KF-RW and LOWESS approach. We investigated effect of different number of subjects and different number of observations per subject on estimation of both states and variance components. Finally we applied the theory to animal breeding data to predict breeding values over DIM. (4) where y is the vector of observations included 320 (80 animals, with 4 repeated measurements each) observations, β is the vector of fixed effects including breed (n=80; b 1 =Holstein-Friesian, n 1 =42, b 2 = Brown Swiss, n 2 =38) age at calving, and year-season interaction, a is the vector of breeding values, p is the vector of random permanent environmental effects, X, Z a , Z p are design matrices and e is the vector of random residual effects.
Application of KF-RW Method to BCS Data
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RESULTS
Random Walk Model for Simulated Data Sets
We compared predictions of simulated observations from random walk model with different smoother spans for LOWESS and KF-RW (Table 2 ). Predictions were found to be both reasonable by KF-RW models and LOWESS approach.
We also investigated effect of different sampling sizes to state and variance components estimates (Table 3 ) from KF-RW. Lowest number of observations (n=5) with lowest number of subjects (n=50) gives reasonable predictions of the states but incearesing both sampling sizes also decrease the standard errors of the estimates of the states. However prediction of variance components was found far from their parameters values with the lowest number of observations (n=5) and this effect gradually decreased by increasing the number of subject holding the number of observations as fixed. Standard errors of predicted variance components were found decreased by increasing the both number of observations and number of subjects.
Prediction of Breeding Values for Body Condition Scores by Kalman Filter
We analyzed BCS data for permanent environmental variance without genetic effects in order to decide number of Gibbs cycle and burn in period. Repeated runs of the same analyses for the same priors showed that monte carlo errors were small. Two thousand Gibbs cycles with 200 burn-in period were found reasonable. However, probably, since each cow consisted of small number of repeated measurements (n=4) different prior values gave different estimates, especially for smaller values of scaling factors, s, (Table 4) .
Increasing the scaling factor, s, gave more stable estimates, hence v=5 with s=0.5 chosen for parameters of scaled inverted chi-square prior distribution for genetic analyses of the BCS dataset. Scatter plots of gibbs samples 
DISCUSSION
In the simulation study predictions of observations were found to be both reasonable by KF-RW models and LOWESS approach. However mostly KF-RW estimates were found better than those of LOWESS estimates (Table 2 ). It is difficult to compare two methodologies directly, since each of them has their own specifications, but KF-RW model does not need any tuning parameters. However predicting variance components needs additional computing power in KF-RW.
We also investigated effect of different sampling sizes to state and variance components estimates (Table 3 ) from KF-RW. Estimates of states were getting closer to observations as number of observations and number of subjects increased. Also it was observed that increasing both quantities decreased associated standard errors. Variance components estimates were found to be more accurate when number of observations and number of subjects increased. Again increasing these quantities decreased standard errors. Fifty subjects with 10 observations each, started to gave reasonable estimates.
In real biological dataset, different from simulated dataset, number of observations per animals was low (n=4) and this was in effect for predicting variance components (Table 4) . Different prior values gave very different variance component predictions especially for smaller values of scaling factors, however it was stabilized by increasement of both degree of belief and scaling factors. Based on various runs we decided to use v=5, s=0.5 for genetic analyses of the BCS dataset.
We used 2000 Gibbs cycles with 200 burn in period, based on results of different runs (results not shown). Since dataset were obtained under homogenized, controlled experimental farm; small amount of variances predicted for both within and between animals. Visual inspection showed that predictions of observations were agreed with actual observations. We provided a general theoretical framework for use of KF-RW in the analyses of animal breeding data, with an emphasis on application of KF-RW in predicting breeding values for BCS measured as a longitudinal trait. Simulations were also performed to check the validity of methods and comparison of different sub-models. Although we used random walk model; model choice depends on the variability and prior information about dataset, different models could be more realistic in different applications. Since random walk model is not stationary it may not be suitable for animal breeding data under certain conditions. We assumed constant variances for state and error components over DIM, however this assumptions could be extended for time dependent variance components models, and it could be claimed that it would give more realistic results. Since KF gives online estimation of breeding values and does not need to store or invert matrices, this methodology could be useful in animal breeding industry for obtaining online estimation of breeding values over DIM.
